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MATHEMATICS 
NOTES ON BANACH FUNCTION SPACES, VIII 
BY 
W. A. J. LUXEMBURG 1) AND A. C. ZAANEN 
(Communicated at the meeting of September 28, 1963) 
In the present note we continue the investigation of abstract Riesz 
spaces which was begun in the preceding Notes VI and VII (Note VI, 
66, p. 655-668; Note VII, 66, p. 669-681). The contents of these notes 
are assumed known. Occasionally, we shall refer to results proved in 
the Notes I-V (these Proceedings 66, 135-147, 148-153, 239-250, 251-
263, 496-504, (1963)). 
26. Norm completeness 
We assume, as in Note VII, that e is a Riesz norm in the Riesz space 
Le. Arbitrary elements in Le are denoted by f, g, . . . and nonnegative 
elements occasionally by u, v, .... If Un> 0 for n= 1, 2, ... and sup (u1 + ... 
. . . + Un : n E N) exists, this least upper bound will be denoted by ~u11 • 
Lemma 26.1. If fn t and there exists fJ ELf! such that e(/11 -g)---+ 0. 
then g =sup f n· Similarly for decreasing sequences. 
Proof. For n>m we have 
lfm-inf (g, fm)i =I inf (fn, fm) -inf (g, fm)i < ifn-fJi, 
and so e{fm-inf(g,fm)}=O. It follows that fm=inf(g,fm)<g for all m, 
and hence g is an upper bound of the sequence {fm}· Let h be another 
upper bound. Then 
lfn-inf (g, h)i = linf (fn, h) -inf (g, h)i < ifn -gj, 
and so e{fn-inf (g, h)}---+ 0 as n---+ =· Since e(fn-{J)---+ 0 holds as well, 
we have immediately that g=inf (g, h).;;;h. This shows that g=sup fn· 
It is not necessarily true that if the e-Cauchy sequence {In} satisfies 
fn t g, then eUn-{J)---+ 0. For a counterexample cf. Example 4.9 (ii) in 
Note I. 
Lemma 2 6. 2 . The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) Le is complete in norm. 
(ii') If Un:>O for n=1,2, ... and ~e(un)<=, then ~Un exists and 
(!(~ Un) <; ~ (!(Un). 
1) Work on this paper was supported in part by the National Science Foundation 
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Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.8 in Note I. 
(i) ==:- (ii'). Assuming that (i) holds and .L e(un) < =, we set Sn = u1 + ... 
... +un for n= l, 2, .... Then e(sn-sm)--+ 0 as m, n--+ =, and so there 
exists f E Le such that e(sn- f) --+ 0. Since Sn t, it follows from the 
preceding lemma that f =sup Sn = L Un. In addition, it is evident that 
e(_L Un) = e(f) =lim e(sn) < L e( Un). 
(ii') ==:- (i). Given the e-Cauchy sequence {/n} in Le, there is a sub-
sequence {gn} of {/n} such that .Lf e(Yn+l- (In)<=, and hence 
U= Lf IY+l-(lnl 
exists by (ii'). Let 
for n=1, 2, ... , and note that v1 =0 and 
Vn+l- Vn = (ln+l- (In+ IYn+l- gnl > 0, 
so O<:Vn t· Since VnH-Vn<2lgn+l-gnl, we have L e(vn+l-Vn)<=, and 
so v=sup Vn exists by (ii'). Let 
Then 
f=v-u+gl. 
f-gn=V-u+gl-(ln=v-u+ _L~- 1 Igk+l-gki-Vn= 
V-Vn- {u- _L~-l lgk+l-gkl}= L~ (vk+l-vk)- L~ lgk+l-gkl, 
hence lf-gnl<~(vk~H-vk)+ .L~ lgk+l-gki<3_L~ IYk+l-gkl, and so we 
obtain from (ii') that 
eCf-gn) < 3e(~ IYk+l -gkl) <3!~ e(Yk+l-gk)--+ o 
as n--+=. Finally, it follows then from eU-fn)<e(f-gp)+e(gp-fn) 
that e(/- fn)--+ 0 as n (and p)- =· Hence, Le is complete in norm. 
The condition (ii') can be replaced by an apparently weaker condition, 
as follows. 
Theorem 2 6. 3. The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) Le is complete in norm. 
(ii) If Un>O for n=1, 2, ... and _Le(un)<=, then _Lun exists (Riesz-
Fischer property). 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that (ii) implies (ii'), i.e., that (ii) 
implies e(_L Un) < L e( Un)· The proof is almost identical to the proof of 
Theorem 4.2 in Note I. 
We consider now the following conditions for the space LQ. 
(iii) If Un>O for n= 1, 2, ... and L e(un)<=, then there exists wE LQ 
such that Sn=U1 + ... +un<W for all n. 
(iv) If Un>O for n=1, 2, ... and _Le(un)<=, then there exists w c:Le 
such that Un < w for all n. 
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Evidently, (ii) implies (iii) and (iii) implies (iv). Hence, if Le is complete 
in norm, then (iii) and (iv) are satisfied. 
Theorem 26.4. If Le satisfies (iv), and hence surely if Leis complete 
in norm or if Le satisfies (iii), then D; =L: (i.e., every positive linear 
functional on Le is e-bounded). 
Proof. Assume that (iv) is satisfied but L; is properly larger than L:. 
Then there exists 0 < cp E L; such that cp is not in L;. It follows that 
for some sequence {un} in Le we have e(un) < 1 and cp(un) ;;;,na for n= 1, 2, .... 
If Vn=n-2un, then L e(vn)<oo, and so, in view of (iv), there exists wE Le 
with Vn<W for all n. But cp(w);;;,cp(vn)>n for all n, so cp(w)=oo. Contra-
diction. Hence L; = L;. 
Example 26.5. Let Le be the Riesz space of all real absolutely 
continuous functions on the closed interval [0, 1] with e the uniform 
norm. Then Le satisfies (iii), but obviously Le is not complete in norm, 
and so (i) and (ii) in Theorem 26.3 are not satisfied. This shows that 
(iii), and hence surely the condition that L; =L;, is a properly weaker 
condition than norm completeness. 
In the paper [1] the conditions (ii) and (iii) are denoted by (V 5V) 
and (V 5YI) respectively, and it is stated erroneously that (V 5VI) is 
equivalent to norm completeness. Obviously, however, if Leis a-Dedekind 
complete (i.e., if every bounded increasing sequence has a least upper 
bound), then (ii) and (iii) are indeed equivalent, so that in this case Le 
is complete in norm if and only if (iii) holds. 
27. Normal integrals 
The order bounded linear functional cp on the Riesz space L is said to 
be a normal integral if u7: t 0 implies inf lcp(uT)I = 0. We recall that u-. t 0 
denotes that {uT} is directed downwards with inf u1:= 0. In the terminology 
of H. Nakano a normal integral is called a universally continuous linear 
functional. The set of all normal integrals on L will be denoted by L;:. 
Evidently L;: CD;, where L'; is the normal subspace of L~ consisting 
of all integrals. 
Lemma 27 .1. We have cp E L;: if and only if cp+ E L;: and cp- E L;: 
or, equivalently, if and only if lcpl E L;:. 
Proof. It will be sufficient to show that cp E L;: implies cp+ E L;:. 
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 20.1 in Note VI. Let cp E L;: 
and u-.-), 0. We may assume, for the present purposes, that there exists 
u E L such that u7:<;;u for all -r. Let O<;;v<;;u. Then 
v-inf (v, u-.) =inf (v, u) -inf (v, u-.) <;;u-u-., 
and hence cp{v-inf (v, u-.)}<cp+(u-u-.), so 
(1) 0 < cp+(u-.) < lcp{inf (v, u1:)}l + cp+(u)- cp(v). 
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Since u,..} 0, we have inf (v, u,.) {. 0, and hence (I) shows that 
O.;;;inf rp+(u.,.) < rp+(u) -rp(v). 
This holds for all v.;;;u, and so infrp+(u,.)=O. It follows that rp+ EL;. 
Theorem 27 .2. L; is a normal subspace of L";', and hence L; is a 
normal subspace of L-. 
Proof. It follows from the definition of L; and from the preceding 
lemma that L; is an ideal in L-;, and hence in L-. The proof that L; is 
a normal subspace is almost the same as in Theorem 20.2 in Note VI. 
Example 27.3 (i) Iff EL, and F is defined by F(tp)=tp(f) for 
all tp E L-, then F is a normal integral on L-. Evidently, F is also a 
normal integral on L;, i.e., FE (L;)';;. 
(ii) It can happen that L";' is properly larger than L;. Let L be the 
Riesz space of all real finitevalued Lebesgue summable functions on 
[0, 1], where f<g denotes that f(x)<g(x) for every x E [0, 1]. Then the 
Lebesgue integral is not normal on L. Observe that the Riesz space L 
in this example is a-Dedekind complete (i.e., any countable set in L 
which is bounded from above has a least upper bound). It follows th~t 
a-Dedekind completeness of L does not necessarily imply that L; = L 0 • 
(iii) If L is super Dedekind complete, then every integral on L is 
normal. The converse does not hold since there exist Riesz spaces L 
which are not super Dedekind complete but for which L; =L";' holds. 
Indeed, let X be a point set having an uncountable nonmeasurable 
cardinal. The Riesz space L of all real finitevalued functions on X is not 
super Dedekind complete, but L-=L";' =L; (cf. Example 20.8 in Note VI 
for the proof that L-=L";', and note that any integral tp on L is surely 
an integral on the subspace of all real bounded functions on X, so that 
by Example 25.7 in Note VII we have tp{f) = 2 anf(xn) for some sequence 
{an} of real numbers with 2 JanJ < = and some sequence {xn} C X. In 
the present case, where L consists of all real functions on X, it is not 
difficult to prove that an =1= 0 only for finitely many n, and it follows 
that tp is normal). 
The examples in (ii) and (iii) might suggest that L; =L0 holds for 
every Dedekind complete Riesz space L. This is an open problem. An 
affirmative answer would imply in particular that every point set has 
a nonmeasurable cardinal. 
For any tp EL-, we set N'P={f: f EL, JtpJ(J/1)=0}. Then N'P is an 
ideal in L, and for the case that tp is a normal integral on L it follows 
easily that N'P is a normal subspace of L. The ideal N'P is called the null 
ideal of tp. Denoting by f/J the normal subspace of L- generated by tp, 
the definitions imply immediately that the null ideal N 'P is in fact the 
inverse annihilator of f/J, i.e., 
N'P= 0W= {f : f E L, 1p(f) = 0 for all 1p E f/J}. 
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Note that N"'=N1rp1 =N"'+ n N"'_. The set (Nrp)P of all elements of L 
which are disjoint to all elements of N rp is a normal subspace of L by 
Theorem 17.1 in Note VI. This normal subspace (Nrp)P is called the carrier 
or support of rp, and will be denoted by Orp. Note that 0rp=01rp1, and that 
the seminorm (!rp(f) = JrpJ(Ifi) on L behaves as a norm on 0"'. 
In the remainder of this section we assume that L is Dedekind complete. 
Assuming that rp is a normal integral (so that, consequently, Nrp is a 
normal subspace), it follows now from 0"'= (Nrp)P that N"'= (Orp)P, and 
L=Orp E8 Nrp. Hence, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 27 .4. If rp is a normal integral, then the following holds. 
(i) For any f E L we have f = /rp + 1; uniquely with f E Orp and f~ E Nrp, 
and rp(f)=rp(frp). 
(ii) orp is the smallest normal subspace which includes orp+ and orp-· 
Theorem 27 .5. The integral rp on L is a normal integral if and 
only if the null ideal Nrp is a normal subspace of L. 
Proof. We have already observed that N"' is a normal subspace of 
L if rp is normal. Assume, conversely, that rp is an integral and N"' is a 
normal subspace of L. In view of Lemma 27.1 we may assume that 
rp > 0. Since N"' is a normal subspace, we have L = N"' E8 0"' and hence, 
in order to show that u-r:,), 0 implies inf rp(uT) = 0, we may also assume that 
uT E 0"' for all?:. Under these assumptions, assume now that inf rp(u-r:) =<X> 0. 
There is a sequence Vn=U-r:n in {uT} such that Vn,), and rp(vn),), <X, and 
since L is Dedekind complete the element vo = inf Vn exists, so rp(vo) =<X 
since Vn ,), v0 and rp is an integral. In view of vo eft 0 and u-r: ,), 0 there exists 
uo=uT, with inf (vo, uo) <vo. Hence, observing that rp(Jfl) behaves as a 
norm on 0"', we obtain rp{vo- inf (vo, uo)} > 0, and so rp{inf (vo, uo) }< rp(vo) =<X. 
But inf (vn, uo) ,), inf (vo, uo), so rp{inf (vn, uo)},), rp{inf (vo, uo)}, and it follows 
that for some index no we have rp{inf (vno, uo)} <<X. Since {uT} is directed 
downwards, there exists u-r:, <;inf (vn., uo), and so rp(uT,) <<X. Contradiction. 
Note, as an immediate consequence, that the carrier Orp of any normal 
integral is, in its own right, a super Dedekind complete Riesz space. 
For the next theorem, compare H. NAKANO [2], Theorem 20.1. 
Theorem 27.6. For O<;rp,'lfJEL;:, the following conditions are 
mutually equivalent. 
(i) rp j_ 1p, 
(ii) rp(O"') = 0, 
(iii) 1p(Orp) =0, 
(iv) o"' j_ c"'. 
Proof. We observe first that for any pair rp,1pEL~ and any u;;;.-0 
in L we have 
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{inf ((]1, •p)}(u) = (]l(u)- ((]1-1p)+(u) = 
(]l(u)-sup ((]1(v)-1p(v): O.;;;;v.;;;;u)= 
inf ((]l(u') +1p(u") : O.;;;;u', u"; u=u' +u"). 
(i) => (ii). Let 0<:(]1, 1p E L':;, (]1 j_ 1p and O.;;;;u E 0"'. We have to show 
that (]I(U)=O. From {inf((]l, 1p)}(u)=O it follows by the above remark that 
there exist sequences {un} and {un'} such that u=un+un' and (]I(Un)+ 
+tp(un')<2-n for n=1, 2, .... Let Vn=sup (u'n+m: m;;;;.O) for every n. 
Then Vn .j, and 1p(Vn)<!k;;.n 1p(Uk')<2-<n-l>, so 1p(Vn) .j, 0. Note that Vn EO"' 
for all n since uk' E 0"' for all k. We set Vo = inf Vn. Then vo E 0"' and 
'P(vn) .j, V'(v0), so 1p(vo)=O. It follows that Vo=O since 'P(If/) is a norm on 
0"'. Since Vn>Un' we have (]1(U-Vn)<(]1(U-un')=cp(un)<2-n, and on 
account of Vn .j, 0 we have u-vn t u. Hence (]I(U)=lim (]I(U-Vn)=O. This 
is the desired result. 
(ii) =>(iii). It follows from (]1(0"') = 0 that 0"' C N"', so 0"'= (N"')P C 
C (O"')P=N"', which implies that 1p(O"')=O. 
(iii) => (iv). It fv1lows from 1p{O"') = 0 that 0"' C N"'. But N"' j_ 0"', 
so 0"' j_ 0'1'. 
(iv) => (i). Let 0"' j_ 0"', so 0"' C N"'. Given O.;;;;u E L, we have to show 
that {inf ((]1, 1p)}(u)=O. Let u=v+v' with O.;;;;v EN"' and O.;;;;v' E 0"' C N"'. 
Then 
{inf ((]1, 1p)}(u) <(]l(v) +1p(v') = 0+ 0 = 0. 
Corollary 2 7. 7 (Hahn decomposition). Given (]1 E L':;, there exists 
a decomposition L = P EB N (with P and N normal subspaces) such that 
(]l(u);;;;.O for all O.;;;;u E P and (]l(u).;;;;O for all O.;;;;u EN. More precisely, 
we can choose P=O"'+ and N=N"'+' and then !J1(U)=!J1+(u);;;;.O for all 
O.;;;;u EO"'+· 
Proof. Since (]1+ j_ (]1-, we have (]1-{0"'+)=0. Hence P=O"'+ and 
N =(O"'+)P=N"'+ satisfy the stated conditions. 
In Lemma 19.5 of Note VI it was shown that if 0.;;;; (]1 E L~ and 0.;;;; u E L 
are such that (]I{U)>O, then there exists 0.;;;;1p EL~ satisfying O<:VJ<(]I, 
1p( u) = (]1( u) > 0 and 1p( v) = 0 for all v j_ u. We shall now prove the following 
dual result. 
Lemma 27.8. If 0<(]1 EL':; and O.;;;;u EL are such that (]l(u)>O, 
then there exists O.;;;;v.;;;;u satisfying !J1(V)=!J1(U)>0 and 1p(v)=O for all 
'PEL;; such that 1p j_ !J1· 
Proof. We have L=N"' EB 0"', and so there exists a unique de-
composition u=u' +v with u' EN"' and v E 0"'. Evidently O.;;;;v.;;;;u and 
cp(v)=(]l(u)>O. For any 1p E L~ satisfying 1p j_ (]1 we have 111'1 j_ (]1 and so 
IVJI(O"')=O by Theorem 27.6. Since v EO"', it follows that IV'I(v)=O, and 
hence VJ(V) = 0. 
Lemma 27. 9. If B is a normal subspace of L':; and the normal integral 
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cp;;;;.O is not an element of B, then there exists O<,v EL such that v EOB 
and cp(v) > 0. 
Proof. We have cp=cp" +cp' with cp" E B, O<.cp' l_ B and cp' i=O. 
Hence, there exists O<,u E L with cp'(u)>O. But then, by the preceding 
lemma, there also exists O<,v<,u such that cp'(v)=cp'(u)>O and 1Jl(V)=0 
for all 1p E L; such that 1p l_ cp'. In particular 1p(v.) = 0 for all 1p E B, i.e., 
v EOB. Finally, cp(v)=cp"(v)+cp'(v)=O+cp'(v)>O. 
We recall that, for any subset A C L, the Riesz annihilator AO is defined 
by AO = {cp: cp E !:"", cp(f) = 0 for all f E A}. We shall denote the intersection 
AO f1 L; by A*. If A is an ideal in L, the)l AO is a normal subspace of L~ 
(cf. Theorem 21.1 in Note VI), and so A* is then a normal subspace of L;. 
Theorem 27 .10. If B is a normal subspace of L;, then (OB)*=B. 
Proof. Evidently (0B)* ::::>B. If O<.cp E L; and cp is not in B, then 
(by the preceding lemma) there exists O<,v EOB with cp(v)>O; hence, 
cp is not in (OB)*. The same result follows easily (by observing that (OB)* 
is a normal subspace) if cp is not necessarily positive. 
Corollary 27 .11. (i) If B1 and B2 are normal subspaces of £;:, 
then 
(a) B1=B2 if and only if 0B1= 0B2, 
(b) B1 C B2 if and only if 0B1'JOB2. 
(ii) (Weak Radon-Nikodym theorem). If cp, 1p E L; and <P, lJI are the 
normal subspaces of L; generated by cp, 1p, then 1p E <P if and only if O</J C OIJ'. 
Observe that Theorem 27.10 (or Lemma 27.9) is equivalent to the 
statement that every normal subspace of L; is closed in the a(L;, L) 
topology. 
If 1p E B, where B is a normal subspace of L;, and lJI is the normal 
subspace generated by 1p, then IJ'C B, so N"'=OIJI'JOB, and hence 
0"' C (OB)P. The smallest normal subspace of L including all carriers 
0"', 1p E B, will be called the carrier of B and will be denoted by OB. On 
account of 0"' C (OB)P for all1p E B we have OB C (OB)P, and we will show 
now that actually, OB=(OB)P. Note first that OBis not merely an ideal 
in L but a normal subspace of L since B contains only normal integrals. 
Hence L=OB EB (OB)P. 
Theorem 2 7.12. If B is a normal subspace of L;, then the ca.rrier 
0 B of B satisfies 0 B = (O B)P. In other words, L = 0 B E8 0 B· In addition, 
the normal subspaces B and B1 of L; are disjoint if and only if the carriers 
0 B and 0 B1 are disjoint. 
Proof. As observed above, we have OBC (OB)P. Since (OB)P is a 
Dedekind complete Riesz space in its own right, there is a decomposition 
(OB)P=OB E8 A, and if O<,v E A, then v l_ OB ::::> 0"' for every 1p E B, so 
v EN"' for every 1p E B. It follows that v E OB. On the other hand 
v E A C (OB)P. Hence v= 0, so A= {0}, i.e., OB= (OB)P. 
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Now, let B and B1 be normal subspaces of L;( satisfying B j_ B1• 
Given O<;cp E Bl, we have orp j_ 0"' for every 'ljJ E B by Theorem 27.6, 
so 0"' C N"' for every 'lfl E B. This shows that the normal subspace N"' 
includes all carriers 0"', 'lfl E B, and hence OB C N"'. This holds for all 
O<;cp E B1. so OB C OBI. i.e., OB j_ OBl. Conversely, let Band B1 be normal 
subspaces of L;( satisfying OB j_ OBl. Then 0"' j_ 0"' for any pair cp E B, 
tp E B1, and so cp j_ tp by Theorem 27.6. Hence B j_ B1. 
Let Lo=O(L;() and let L1 be the carrier of L;(, so L=Lo 83 L1. Evidently, 
the carrier of any normal subspace B C L;( is included in L1, and the 
space (L1);( of all normal integrals on L1 may be identified in an obvious 
manner with L;. It will be proved now that every normal subspace of 
L1 is the carrier of some normal subspace of L;(, and on account of 
Corollary 27.ll (i) this correspondence between the normal subspaces of 
~ and L;( is one-one and inclusion preserving. 
Lemma 27.13. If A is a normal subspace of L1 and u;;;..O is an 
element of L1 which is not in A, then there exists O<;gJ E L;( such that gJ=O 
on A and cp(u) > 0. 
Proof. Let O<;u E L1 such that u is not in A. Then u=u" +u' with 
u" EA, u' EAP n L1 and u'#O. Since 0(L;()=Lo, there exists O<;gJ EL;( 
such that 9J(u')>0, and in view of Lemma 19.5 in Note VI we may assume 
that cp(v)=O for all'v j_ u'. It follows that gJ=O on A and 9J(U)=cp(u')>0. 
Theorem 27 .14. (i) If A is a normal subspace of L1, then 
0(A *)=A 83 Lo. 
(ii) If A is a normal subspace of L1, then A is the carrier of some normal 
svlJspace of L;. 
Proof. (i) Evidently 0(A*) :J A 83 Lo. Conversely, if u;;;..O is not 
in A 83 L0, then u has a positive component in L1 which is not in A, so 
by the preceding lemma there exists 0 < 9J E L;( such that 9J = 0 on A and 
q:;(u) > 0. This shows that u is not in O(A *). The same result follows then 
easily for any (not necessarily positive) f E L which is not in A 83 Lo. 
(ii) Given the normal subspace A C L1, we have a decomposition 
~=A 83 A1. Then O(A1 *) = A1 83 Lo, and so A= (A1 83 Lo)P = {O(Al *)}P. 
This shows that A is the carrier of A1 *. 
Observe that Theorem 27.14 (i) is equivalent to the statement that 
every normal subspace of L 1 is closed in the a(L1, L;() topology. 
In the next theorem we collect some formulas of the "carrier calculus". 
For purposes of an appropriate description, the normal subspace A C L 
will be called the Riesz direct sum of the collection of normal subspaces 
{AT} if all A .. are mutually disjoint and if A is the smallest normal sub-
space inclu~ng all A... In this case we use the notation A = u 83 A ... 
Theorem 2 7.15. Let B, B1. ... denote normal subspaces of L';; and 
Cs, OB1 , ••• their carriers. Then the following resuUs hold. 
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(i) B C B1 if and only if On C OBl; in particular, B=B1 if and only 
if On=OBl. Also, B=L; if and only if On=L1. 
(ii) B _l B1 if and only if On _l OBl. 
(iii) If B=U EB Bp then On=U EB0n~· 
(iv) If the collection {B~} has the property that all On~ are pairwise 
disjoint and if A= U EB On~, then A =On for B= u EBB~. 
(v) If B= n BTl then On= nOn~· Conversely, if A= nOn."' then A =On 
for B=n B~. 
Proof. (i} Follows from Corollary 27.11, and from the definition of 
L1 (we recall that L1 is the carrier of L;). 
(ii) This was proved in Theorem 27.12. 
(iii) Since all B~ are pairwise disjoint it follows from (ii) that all 
On~ are pairwise disjoint. Setting A= u EB OnT and observing that A is 
the carrier of some B' C L;:, we have obviously On :J u EB OnT=A =On', 
so B :J B'. Conversely, since On'= U EB OnT :JOn~ for every -r, we have 
B' :J BT for every -r, and so B' :J u EB B~ =B. Hence B = B', so On =On'= 
=U EB0n~· 
(iv) Evident. 
(v) Let B=n B~ and A=n On~· Since A is the carrier of some 
B' C L;:, we have On C n On~=A=On', so B C B'. Conversely, since 
OB'=n On~ ~OnT for every -r, we have B' C n B~=B. Hence B=B', so 
On=On,=n On~· The second statement in (v) is now again evident. 
The linear functional rp > 0 on the Riesz space L is said to be strictly 
positive if 0 < u E L implies rp( u) > 0. We recall that L is called a-Dedekind 
complete if every countable subset of L which is bounded from above 
has a least upper bound (equivalently, O<:un t .;;;;;u implies the existence 
of uo such that Un t uo), and L is called super Dedekind complete if L 
is Dedekind complete and any set A C L which is bounded from above 
has an at most countable subset possessing the same least upper bound 
as the whole set A (equivalently, 0 < u~ t < u implies the existence of 
u0 such that uT <Uo for all -r and u~n t Uo for some subsequence). Finally, 
we recall that L has the Egoroff property (cf. Definition 20.5 in Note VI) 
if O<:unk tk u for n= l, 2, ... implies the existence of a sequence O<:vm t u 
such that for every pair of indices ( m, n) there exists j = j ( m, n) satisfying 
Vm < UnJ· The next lemma shows a connection between these notions. 
Note that in this lemma Lis not assumed a priori to be Dedekind complete. 
Lemma 2 7. l 6. Let L be a-Dedekind complete and let rp be a strictly 
positive linear functional on L. Then Lis super Dedekind complete. In the 
particular case that rp is a strictly positive integral on L, we have that rp is 
a normal integral on L, and L has the Egoroff property. 
Proof. Assume that O.;;;;;u~ t .;;;;;u, and let <X=sup rp(uT). Then there 
exist elements Vn=UT,. such that Vn t and rp(vn) t <X. Since Lis a-Dedekind 
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complete there exists uo such that Vn t uo, and the proof for super Dedekind 
completeness will be finished if we can show that u .. <;uo for all -r. If not, 
then w0 =sup (u.,.., uo)- uo > 0 for some -ro, and so it follows that 
sup (u.,.., Vn)-Vn>Wo>O for all n. Hence rp{sup (u ... , Vn)}-rp(vn)>rp(wo)>O, 
so rp(vn) t IX implies that rp{sup (u.,.., Vn.)}>IX for some no. But {u.,.} is 
directed upwards, so there exists u.,., >sup (u.,.,, Vn,), and hence rp(u.,.,) >IX. 
Contradiction. 
Now, assume that rp is a strictly positive integral on L. It follows im-
mediately from the super Dedekind completeness of L that rp is a normal 
integral. 
In order to show that L has the Egoroff property, let O<;u E L and 
O<;unk tk u for n= 1, 2, .... For every pair of indices (m, n) we determine 
an index j(m, n) satisfying 
rp(u-Un,j(m,n)) .;;;;m-1 · 2-n, 
and evidently we may assume that j(m+ 1, n);;;.j(m, n) for all (m, n). Then 
Vm=infn Un,j(m,n> satisfies Vm t and rp(u-vm)<m-1. Hence, writing 
vo=sup Vm, we have rp(u-vo)=O, so Vo=u. It follows that O<;vm t u 
and Vm<Un,j(m,n> for all (m, n). This shows that L has the Egoroffproperty. 
We assume again that L is Dedekind complete. 
Theorem 27.17. The carrier L1 of L;: is the Riesz direct sum of 
normal subspaces A.,. such that each A.,. is super Dedekind complete and has 
the Egoroff property, and in addition each A.,. possesses a strictly positive 
normal integral. 
Proof. Let {rp.,.} be a maximal collection of pairwise disjoint elements 
of L;:. Then L;: is the Riesz direct sum of the corresponding normal sub-
spaces r/J.,., and hence the carrier L1 of L;: is the Riesz direct sum of the 
carriers A,.= 0'1',.· Since lrp ... l is strictly positive on its carrier A,., it follows 
from the preceding lemma that each A.,. has the required properties. 
For the following corollaries, compare H. NAKANO [2], Theorem 26.7, 
and for the final Theorem 27 .20, compare [2], Theorem 26.8. 
Corollary 2 7. 18. If L;: has a finite or countable order basis, i.e., 
if there exists an at most countable system {rpn} in L;;: such that the normal 
subspace generated by the system {rpn} is L;: itself, then the carrier L1 of 
L;; is super Dedekind complete. 
Proof. We may assume that the elements in the order basis {rpn} are 
pairwise disjoint. Then L1 is the Riesz direct sum of the carriers An =0'1' .. 
(n= 1, 2, ... ). Each An is super Dedekind complete, and so L1 is super 
Dedekind complete. 
Corollary 2 7.19. (i) L;; is the Riesz direct sum of normal sub-
&paces B .. such that each B .. is super Dedekind complete and has the Egoroff 
property. 
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(ii) If the carrier L1 of L; has a finite or countable order basis, then 
L; is super Dedekind complete. 
Proof. (i) Let {u .. } be a maximal collection of pairwise disjoint 
elements of L1. and let U .. be the normal subspace of L1 generated by u ... 
Then U .. is the carrier of a unique normal subspace B .. C L;, and u .. behaves 
as a strictly positive integral on B ... Hence, since L1 = U EB u .. , we have 
L; = u EB B .. , and by Lemma 27.16 each B .. has the required properties. 
(ii) Evident. 
It was stated in Corollary 27.18 that if L; has a countable order basis 
then the carrier L1 of L; is super Dedekind complete. The converse does 
not necessarily hold. Indeed, let X be an uncountable point set and 
L=eo(X), the space of all real functions f on X, vanishing outside a 
countable set {x1, x2, ... } depending upon f with f(xn) -+ 0 as n -+ oo. It 
is not difficult to verify that L;=h(X), and so 0(£;)={0}, i.e., the carrier 
L1 of L; satisfies L1 = L. The space L1 = L =eo( X) is super Dedekind 
complete, but L; = l1(X) has no countable order basis. It will be shown 
now that, under the additional hypothesis that L1 has a countable order 
basis, the converse of Corollary 27.18 holds. 
Theorem 27.20. If the carrier L1 of L; has a countable order basis, 
then L; has a countable order basis if and only if L1 is super Dedekind 
complete. 
Proof. We need only prove that if L1 is super Dedekind complete 
and has a countable order basis, then L; has a countable order basis. Let 
O<u EL1 and U the normal subspace generated by u, hence U*{O}. 
The space U is the carrier of a unique normal subspace B C L;. In view 
of the present hypotheses it will be sufficient to show that B has a 
countable order basis (indeed, L1 = U EB U n implies that L;: = U EB Bn). 
Let {IP..-} be a maximal system of pairwise disjoint elements in L;: and 
{(P.,.} the system of corresponding normal subspaces. It will be sufficient 
to show that B n (P.,.* {0} for at most countably many T, so (taking 
carriers) it will be sufficient to show that U n 0.-* {0} for at most 
countably many T, where we have written 0 .. for the carrier of (P ... Since 
L1 is super Dedekind complete, the component u .. in 0 .. of the given 
element u satisfies u.,.*O for at most countably many.,; (since the 0.,. are 
pairwise disjoint), and hence the desired result follows. 
28. Imbedding of L in (L;:);, and perfect Riesz spaces 
In this section it will be assumed that L is an arbitrary Riesz space, 
not necessarily Dedekind complete. The space of aU normal integrals on 
L will be denoted, as before, by L;:, and the space (L;:);: of all normal 
integrals on L;: will be denoted (for convenience) by Lnn· Elements of 
Lnn will denoted by r or u". 
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As observed earlier, every element f E L defines an element f" E L,,. 
by means of f"(cp)=cp(f) holding for all cp E L';, and evidently the thus 
defined canonical mapping of L into L,, is linear. The mapping is one-
one if and only if O(L';)={O}. Furthermore, the mapping preserves the 
partial order and also preserves finite suprema and infima. For the first 
statement it is sufficient to show, on account of the linearity, that positive 
elements f of L are mapped onto positive elements f" of L,,. This, however, 
is evident from the definition off". For the second statement it is suffi-
cient to show that iff has the image f", then f+ has the image (f")+. From 
f"(cp)=cp(f), holding for any O..;;;;cp eL';, it follows that 
(f")+(cp)=sup (f"('P) : 0<'1Jl<cp)=sup ('lfJ(f) : 0<'1Jl<cp), 
and hence we have to prove that cp(f+)=sup ('lfJ(f) : O<'P<cp). This 
formula, however, was already proved in Theorem 19.6 (Note VI). 
Theorem 28.1. The image of L under the canonical mapping is a 
Riesz subspace of L,, such that if O..;;;;u.,. t u in L, then the images in L,, 
satisfy O..;;;;u.,." t u". 
Proof. The above remarks show that the image of L is a Riesz 
subspace of L,,. Let now O..;;;;u.,. t u in L. Then cp(u)=sup cp(u.,.) for every 
cp;>O in L';, i.e., u"(cp)=supu.,."(cp) for O..;;;;cp eL';, and this is by definition 
exactly the statement that u" =sup u.,." in (L';)';. Hence O..;;;;u.,." t u". 
We will restrict ourselves in the remaining part of this section to the 
important special case that 0(L';) = {0}. As noted above, the canonical 
mapping of L into L,, is then one-one, and hence L can be identified 
with a Riesz subspace of L,,. Accordingly, we shall no longer make any 
notational distinction between an element of L and its image in L,,. 
Elements of L,,, however, which are not necessarily images of elements 
of L, will still be denoted by f" or u". An important question is now 
whether or not L is an ideal in Lnn· A necessary condition is obviously 
that L is Dedekind complete. Indeed, L,, is Dedekind complete, and 
any ideal in a Dedekind complete space is Dedekind complete in its own 
right. We shall prove now that Dedekind completeness of L is also 
sufficient and that, moreover, the smallest normal subspace of L,,. 
including L is then equal to Lnn itself. 
Theorem 28.2. (i) If Lis a Riesz space satisfying O(L;')={O}, then 
L is an ideal in Lnn under the canonical imbedding if and only if L is 
Dedekind complete. 
(ii) If L is Dedekind complete and O(L';) = {0}, then the smallest normal 
subspace of Lnn which includes L is L,, itself. 
Proof. (i) We need only prove that if Lis Dedekind complete and 
O(L';) = {0}, then Lis an ideal in Lnn· For this purpose, we will show first 
that if u E L, u" E Lnn and O<u" ..;;;;u, then there exists 0<Uo E L such 
that 0<Uo<u" ..;;;;u. The method of proof is similar to the method in 
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H. NAKANO [2], Theorem 22.6. Observe first that, for sufficiently small 
A>O, we have u/=(u"-.A.u)+>O. Fix A. such that this holds, and let 
U;. and 0;. be the null ideal and the carrier of u;." respectively, so 
L;;=U;. EBO,.. On account of u;.">O we have 0;.#{0}, so there exists 
O.;;;<po E 0;. with u/(<po)> 0, and hence surely <po(u)>Oin viewofu;." .;;;u" .;;;u. 
But then, by Lemma 27.8, there exists O<v.;;;u in L such that <po(v)>O 
and 1p(v) = 0 for all 1p j_ <po; in particular 1p(v) = 0 for all 1p E U;.. Now, 
let O.;;;:<p EE;, and denote the component of <pin o,_ by <p;.. Note that, 
according to the Hahn decomposition in Corollary 27.7, we have 
(u" -.A.u)(<p;.) = (u" -.A.u)+(<p;.);;;. 0, 
and so u"(<p;.)>A<p;.(u). It follows that 
(1) 
where the last equality follows from the fact that <p- <p;. E U,_, and so 
(<p-<p;.)(v)=O. Since (1) holds for all O.;;;:<p E L;;, we obtain that u";;;..A.v, 
and hence uo=AV is the desired element in L satisfying 0<u0 .;;;u" .;;;u. 
The proof that L is an ideal in Lnn is now immediate. Indeed, all we 
have to prove is that if u E L, u" E Lnn and O.;;;:u" .;;;u, then there exists 
Uo E L such that u" =Uo. To.this end, let Uo=inf (v :vEL, v;;;.u"), where 
this greatest lower bound is taken in the space L. Then 
<p(Uo)=inf (<p(v) :vEL, v;;;.u");;;.u"(<p) 
for every <p;;;. 0 in L,., and so uo;;;. u" in Lnn· Assuming that u" < u0, there 
exists by the first part of the proof an element v E L such that 0 < v.;;;;: u0 - u". 
Hence u" .;;;uo-v<uo with uo-v E L, which contradicts the definition of 
UQ. It follows that u" = uo. 
(ii) Let O.;;;u E L, and let U and U" be the normal subspaces generated 
by u in L and Lnn respectively. If we consider u as an element of Lnn 
then the null ideal of u is 0(U")={<p: <pEL;;, J<pj(u)=O}, and evidently 
this is the same as U*=UO n L;;. Hence, the carrier of u ELnn (or, 
equivalently, the carrier of U") is exactly the normal subspace of £: 
whose carrier in L is the space U. Letting u run through the positive 
elements of L, it follows immediately from Theorem 27.15 (iv) that 
the smallest normal subspace of L;; which includes the carrier of every 
positive u E L is L;; itself. Now, assume that O.;;;u" E Lnn and u" j_ u 
for all O.;;;:u E L. Then, by Theorem 27.6, the carrier of u" in L,. is disjoint 
to the carrier of every u satisfying 0.;;;;: u E L, so the carrier of u" is disjoint 
to E; itself. It follows that u" = 0, and hence the null element of Lnn is 
the only element disjoint to L. This shows that Lnn is the smallest normal 
subspace including L. 
Corollary 2 8. 3. If L is an arbitrary Riesz space, then L';; is an 
ideal in (Lnn);; under the natural imbedding, and the smallest normal sub-
space of (Lnn);; including L;; is (Lnn);; itself. 
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Proof. Since L;: is Dedekind complete, we need only show that 
OLnn = {0}. In other words, we have to show that if 0 < cp E L;: and f"(rp) = 0 
for all f" ELnn, then cp=O. This is easy. If O.;;;;;rp EL;: and f"(rp)=O for 
all f" E Lnn, then we have in particular that rp(f) = 0 for all f E L, and 
so cp=O. 
It has been proved in Theorem 28.2 that if 0(L;) = {0} and Lis Dedekind 
complete, then L is an ideal in Lnn and the normal subspace generated 
by Lis Lnn itself. Hence, in the particular case that Lis a normal sub-
space of Lnn, we have L=Lnn· Any Riesz space L satisfying this con-
dition is called a perfect Riesz space. In the next theorem we present a 
necessary and sufficient condition for perfectness (cf. also H. NAKANO 
[2], § 24). 
Theorem 28.4. The Riesz space L, satisfying 0(£;:)={0}, is perfect 
if and only if it follows from 0 < u.,. t and sup rp(u.,.) < oo for every 0 < cp E L;: 
that sup u.,. exists in L. 
Proof. Let L be perfect, and assume that O.;;;;;u.,. t and sup rp(u.,.)<oo 
for every O.;;;;cp E L;:. Setting p(rp)=sup rp(u.,.) for every O.;;;;cp E L;:, we 
have evidently that p(rp) > 0 and p(rpt +rpz) =p(rpt) +p(ffJ2) for O<:rpt, cpzEL;:. 
Hence, extending pin the obvious manner to the whole of L;:, we obtain 
that p E (L;)-. In addition, since 0 < cp.,. t cp E L;: implies 
p(cp) =sup rp{u.,.) =sup.,. sup.t ffJ.t(u.,.) =SUP.t sup.,. rpl{u.,.) =sup p(rp,t), 
it follows that p E Lnn· Hence, since L is perfect, there exists u E L such 
that p=u, i.e., rp(u)=sup rp(u.,.) for every O<;cp EL;:. This shows that 
u =sup u.,. in Lnn, and hence u =sup u.,. in L on account of Lnn = L. 
Assume now, conversely, that O(L;;') = {0} and that it follows from 
O.;;;;u.,. t and sup rp(u.,.)<oo for every O.;;;;;cp E L;: that sup u.,. exists in L. 
The last condition implies immediately that L is Dedekind complete, 
and hence it follows from Theorem 28.2 that L is an ideal in Lnn such 
that Lnn itself is the smallest normal subspace including L. AU that 
remains to be proved is that Lis a normal subspace of Lnn· This, however, 
is also an immediate consequence of th.e present hypotheses. 
Corollary 28.5. If Lis an arbitrary Riesz space, then L-is perfect. 
Proof. Since any f E L behaves as a normal integral on L-, it follows 
exactly as in the proof of Corollary 28.3 that O{(L-);}= {0}. Now, let 
O.;;;;;q;.,.EL-, rp.,.t and supu"(rp.,.)<oo for every O.;;;;u"E(L-);. Then, in 
particular, sup rp.,.( u) < oo for every 0 < u E L. It follows easily that 
p(u)=sup rp.,.(u) is a positive linear functional on L, and so p=sup cp .. in 
L-. But then, by the preceding theorem, L- is perfect. 
A particular case of the next corollary improves on Corollary 28.3. 
Corollary 2 8. 6. If L is perfect then any normal subspace of L is 
perfect. In particular, if L is an arbitrary Riesz space then L;: is perfect. 
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Proof. Let A be a normal subspace of the perfect Riesz space L. 
Note that the decomposition L=A ffi AP holds since L is Dedekind 
complete, and hence the restriction to A of any positive normal integral 
on L is a positive normal integral on A. In order to show now that 
O(A;;) = {0}, let f E A satisfy f E 0(A:;"). Then Ill E A, and 1/1 E O(A;;') since 
O(A:) is an ideal in A; hence cp(l/1)=0 for every O<:;<p EA;;'. It follows, by 
the remark above, that cp(l/1)=0 for every O<:;<p EL;;', and so 111=0 since 
0(£;;')= {0}. 
Secondly, let 0 < u .. t in A and sup <p( u .. ) < oo for every 0 <:; cp E A;;'. Then 
O<;;u .. t in L and, once again by the remark above, sup cp(u .. )<oo for 
every O<:;cp E L;;'. Hence, since L is perfect, U=sup uT exists in L, and 
obviously u E A since A is a normal subspace. 
The next corollary goes in the converse direction. 
Corollary 28.7. If Lis Dedekind complete, and A a normal sub-
space of L such that A and AP are perfect, then L is perfect. 
Proof. In order to show that O(£;;') = {0}, let f EO(£;;'). Then Ill EO(£;;'), 
so cp(l/1)=0 for every O<;;<p EL;;'. Since L=A ffiAP by the Dedekind 
completeness of L, we have Ill =u' +u" with O<;;u' E A and O<;;u" E AP, 
so cp(u') = 0 for every 0 < cp E L;;'. Observing now that every positive 
normal integral 'l{J on A can be extended to a positive normal integral 
on L (set 'l{J = 0 on AP), it follows that 'l{J(u') = 0 for every 0 <:; 'l{J E A;;, so 
u' = 0 on account of O(A;;') = {0 }. Similarly u" = 0, so I fl = u' + u" = 0, i.e., 
f=O. This shows that 0(£;;')={0}. 
Now, let 0 < uT t in L and sup cp(uT) < oo for every 0 < <p E L;;'. We have 
uT=u/ +u/' with O<:;u/ E A and O<:;u/ E AP. Hence O<;;u..' t in A, and 
sup 'l{J(u/)<oo for every O<:::'l{J E A;;' since every such 'l{J can be extended 
to a positive normal integral on L and since 0 <:; u..' <:; u ... It follows, by the 
perfectness of A, that u' =sup u/ exists in A. Similarly, u" =sup u/ 
exists in AP, and it is easy to derive now that, consequently, u' +u" =supuT 
in L. 
Hence, by Theorem 28.4, L is perfect. 
Example 28.8. (i) It is not true that any Riesz space L such 
that 0(£;;')={0} and such that O<;;un t (n=l, 2, ... )and sup cp(un)<oo 
for every 0 <:; cp E L;;' implies the existence of sup Un is necessarily perfect 
(in other words, the directed set 0 < uT t in the perfectness condition of 
Theorem 28.4 cannot be replaced by a sequence 0 <:; Un t ). Indeed, let X 
be an uncountable point set and L the Riesz space of all bounded real 
functions f on X which vanish outside a countable subset of X (this 
subset varying with f). Then L is even super Dedekind complete, and it 
is not difficult to verify that L;:=h(X), so 0(£;;')={0}. Also, if O<;;un t 
and sup cp(un) < oo for every 0 <:; <p E L;;', then the sequence {un} is bounded 
in the uniform norm (Banach-Steinhaus theorem), so sup Un exists. But 
Lnn=l00 (X), the space of all bounded functions on X. Hence, L is not 
perfect. 
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(ii) H A is an ideal in the perfect Riesz space L such that A is per-
fect in its own right, then A is not necessarily a normal subspace of L. 
By way of example, let L be the sequence space l00 and A the ideal of all 
sequences with only a finite number of nonzero coordinates. For the 
proof that L and A are perfect, note that L';; = h and A';; consists of all 
real sequences. 
(iii) H L is perfect and A is an ideal in L, then A is not necessarily 
perfect, not even if APP=L. By way of example, let L=l00 and A=(co), 
the ideal of all null sequences. Then A;= l1 and Ann= l00 , so A is not 
perfect. 
In the next note it will be shown that most of the theorems, proved 
for integrals in the Notes VI and VII, have their parallels for normal 
integrals. In addition, criteria for reflexiveness and separability of a 
uormed Riesz space will be discussed. 
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